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300+ fully edited images

8 hours shooting time

Packa
ges

P R E M I U M

G O L D

$2,995

$2,495

S I L V E R
200+ fully edited images

6 hours shooting time

$1,795

M
OST

POPULAR

500+ fully edited images

10 hours shooting time





The Process
I am here to listen!  Tell me
everything about your special
day.  What you're excited
about most, any concerns or
extra special moments, let's
chat about all the details. 
 Feel free to click here to
schedule a complimentary 15
minute consultation session

Once I understand your vision,
together we will decide on a
package that best fits your
needs and get everything

organized leading up to the
big day.  I'll help you put

together a timeline and a shot
list so no precious moment is

missed!

• Images are delivered via online gallery so
you will have a link you can share with all
your family and loved ones

• Hi-res images, no copyright, no watermarks

• Edited with a classic and timeless touch

• Expect a two week turnaround for edited
image galleries

V I S I O N C R E A T E D E L I V E R

        My 'style' is really just fun, informal, documentary,
genuine and candid. I love to let the day flow and
capture creative images of people being themselves.
Genuine, uninhibited emotions fuel my passion for
photography and it's such frozen moments in time that
will continually evoke the wave of feelings that you felt
on your wedding day for the rest of your lives. 

Hello!

Emily

https://calendly.com/emilypillonphotography


Please inquire for exact add-on costs.

• Engagement sessions

Albums & prints

• Photo booth rentals

• Polaroid bar

• Second photographer

• Destination weddings

• Videography

 

A D D - O N S





 
Rachel B.

Emily was fantastic to work with from initial call to ongoing planning emails and day of. I
enjoyed her laid back energy yet sharp and practical personality. Her photography had an
artistic perspective which we liked, a bit less run of the mill from the other photographers we
looked at. Day of, her calm yet energetic presence before, during and after the ceremony was
a great addition to our wedding party. I knew she could manage the people and long list of
photos with ease. We also loved our couple photo time with just us and Emily between
ceremony and reception, it was comfortable to have her part of our intimate bliss as
newlyweds. We are thrilled with our photos too having just received them and sorting through
the hundreds (thousands?) of them. Would recommend Emily to other couples and others
hosting events or celebrating milestones and seeking photos.

 
Kayla M.

Working with Emily was awesome! It felt so natural and I was at ease taking photos. She knew
what she was doing and captured spectacular candid pictures throughout the night as well!
She took fantastic pictures despite terrible weather and lighting conditions. 10/10 would
recommend hiring her for your wedding! Thank you Emily!!

Spencer H.

Emily did a fantastic Job! I somewhat planned my engagement on the Fly with
about a week (or less) for her to prepare and she did a phenomenal job working
with me and making me feel at ease In a part of the country I’ve never traveled to.
She was able to stay in contact with me (secretly) up until about 1 min before I
proposed which was a MASSIVE help. Super easy to work with, made it fun, was
also very professional and I would recommend her NO DOUBT. Thanks again! You
made an insanely stressful “operation” (haha) go incredibly smooth! Her photos
were fabulous and turned out great! I honestly didn’t know what to expect!
Well done!!

 
Melissa H.

We hired Emily for our engagement photo shoot this past weekend and I honestly
cannot recommend her enough! Not only is she super polite, kind, and professional,
but she is also extremely talented.
She has such an eye for detail and is fantastic at helping pose her clients. We did
our photo shoot on my cousin’s property and Emily was so good at picking spots
and playing with the light and surroundings.
My fiancé and I were both completely out of our element, because we had never
done a professional shoot before, but Emily made us feel comfortable, confident,
and natural from the start and we completely love every picture we received! On
top of all that the turnaround time for pictures was quick and she was very
communicative from start to finish! 10/10, highly recommend! 
 

Charmaine Z.

Emily was amazing. She made my day easy and more special than I could have
imagined. She’s sweet and knows what you want. She made her way around the
family effortlessly. My family will definitely use her again.
 

TEST IMON IALS



emilyfpillon@gmail.com
emilypillon.photography
@emilypillonphoto

Get Started!
W H A T ' S  N E X T ?
Just let me know if you'd like to see a
custom proposal and I will get back to you
with a personalized quote within 24h!

G E T  I N  T O U C H
Congratulations on your engagement!

mailto:emilyfpillon@gmail.com
https://emilypillon.photography/
https://www.instagram.com/emilypillonphoto/?hl=en



